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Abstract— In recent years, some researchers have used various machine learning-based approaches to develop autonomous
disease detection systems, and early disease identification may help to reduce the number of people who die. The disease
detection models aim to bring the medical and artificial intelligence (AI) fields together so that people can understand how
well AI and medicine can work together. To better understand the role of Artificial intelligence in the medical field, we plan
to conduct a comprehensive study on AI applications for the healthcare sector. First, we'll go over the highlights and motives
for using AI in the healthcare industry. Following that, we go over machine-learning-based algorithms for integrating AI
and the healthcare sector in depth. Next, we go over the technical problems of AI in the medical industry first, and then
show how machine learning can help. We also look into the impact of machine learning in the medical field. Moreover, we
also present several notable initiatives that demonstrate the importance of machine learning in healthcare applications and
services. Finally, discuss some existing issues in disease identification and suggest future research and development areas
that will lead to the usage of machine learning in the healthcare sector.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Rapid advances in technology and the healthcare industry have contributed to changes in people's lifestyles and socioeconomic
situations in recent years, raising the risk of people contracting numerous diseases. Major diseases such as brain tumours, lung
cancer, and pneumonia, among others, have a global impact. In 2019, roughly 86000 individuals were diagnosed with a brain
tumour, according to the World Health Organization, with a 35 percent average survival rate [1], and lung cancer is a terrible
disease that kills one in every five people worldwide, or 1.59 million people, accounting for 19.4 percent of all deaths [2]. With
over 37 million verified cases and more than 1 million deaths globally, the coronavirus pandemic has impacted various
countries [3], has brought diseases like pneumonia to the forefront. These major disorders increase societal pressure and
healthcare costs, thereby impacting the patient's overall health. The primary goal of disease detection is to determine whether or
not a person is at risk of contracting one or more serious diseases. This necessitates the consideration of numerous issues, which
takes a significant amount of manpower and financial resources.
Medical datasets for health-related data are now easily collected by numerous medical institutes all over the world. Image data,
patient reports, and other sorts of medical data are examples. Medical data is highly complicated, irregular, and includes
unstructured data, making it more challenging to manage. Manual data entry is impossible, and diagnosis is limited, depending
on a variety of criteria such as the patient's medical state, the doctor's level, and the differences in patient reports, among others.
These issues are addressed by incorporating a machine learning-based disease detection module to aid in disease prediction and
diagnosis.
Deep learning uses algorithms to identify and analyze patterns in medical images. In a variety of medical applications, deep
learning has improved to the point where it is currently the top of the line. Deep learning can process large amounts of data and
extract multiple data features. Deep learning is utilised in domains such as image recognition, natural language processing, and
speech recognition. Deep learning has grown into a profound level, also referred as a deep neural network (DNN), as more
people seek models, more data, and more processing capacity. As shown in Fig.1 There are three layers to a DNN: input, hidden,
and output. It works with forward and backward propagation concepts.
Deep learning models, like human brains, are fed image data and extract distinguishing features, emulating human brain
processes like vision as well as other intelligent behaviours. It imitates medical experts during disease identification and
accumulates experiences over time through continuous practise to increase detection accuracy and hence make the model more
resilient. Deep learning's application has yielded amazing results [4].
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Fig.1 Deep Neural Network.
II. METHODOLOGY

Fig.2 Overview of Methodology of Deep Learning Model.
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A. Image Acquisition Phase:
The acquisition of disease-related images is the initial phase of the disease detection model. Because the CNN technique is used,
the model must be trained on a vast number of images. In the scope of this research, images provide critical data for the
diagnosis of different diseases. Images such as CT scans and chest X-rays can be used. The first phase's output comprises of
images, which are fed into the model for training. Here image dataset is acquired from Kaggle.
B. Data Pre-processing Phase
The image is modified at this stage to increase image quality. Because the images in the dataset are of varying sizes, they are
adjusted to have a shape of (224, 224) = (image width, image height) so as to feed it as an input to the neural network, as all
images must have the same shape. To expand the quantity of data available, data augmentation is performed on the images. To
scale pixel values to the range 0–1, normalization is used. Feature extraction is done so that the DNN model can find relevant
features that can be used to classify certain class. The result is a series of images that have been upgraded in quality or have
undesired elements removed.
C. Training Phase
The selection of a deep learning algorithm is done in the third phase, training. The previously described CNN is an example of a
deep learning algorithm. Algorithms can learn in a variety of ways. Certain algorithms work best with specific types of data.
CNN is a adept at using images. The type of data should determine which deep learning method is used. The models created
from the data learned are the result of this step.
D. Classification Phase
The last phase is classification, in which the trained model predicts which class an image belongs to. For example, if a model
has been trained to distinguish between normal and tumorous brain in MRI images, it should categorise images accordingly.
The model assigns a probability score to each image, indicating how probable it is that the image belongs to a given class.
III.DATA AUGMENTATION
Data Augmentation is a technique for increasing training datasets without having to gather new images. Data augmentation
alters the original images in some way. This is accomplished by using various processing techniques including as rotations, flips,
zooming, and adding noise, among others. Large training datasets are significant in deep learning since they improve the
training model's accuracy. It also aids in the avoidance of overfitting. The downsides of data augmentation include increased
training time, transformation computation costs, and higher memory expenses.
IV. RELATED WORK
According to [5], a new strategy incorporating random forests (RF) and contour-based models is utilised to extract glioma
features from multivariate volumetric MR images. They also use random forests algorithm as feature training kernels to analyse
both geographic data, accuracy data from multiple images for tumour diagnosis utilising a feature representational technique for
learning.
Discriminatory features and sparseness were included into the PCA model by [6]. Instead of the standard sparse PCA, which
enforces sparseness on the loadings, sparse components are created to reflect the data.
According to [7], A suggested strategy based solely on 3D convolutional neural networks (CNN) provides effective
performance on the publicly available dataset for lung nodule identification and malignancy classification. While methods for
detecting nodules are frequently developed and improved separately, the relationship between component identification and
classification is crucial.
According to [8], For lung nodule recognition and categorization, an enhanced multidimensional Region-based Fully
Convolutional Network (mRFCN) based automated system was used. The mRFCN is being used to investigate the multi-Layer
fusion Region Proposal Network (mLRPN) using position-sensitive score maps (PSSM) as an image classifier for extracting
features. Then, using the suggested mLRPN, a median intensity projection was employed to take benefit of 3D information from
CT scans, and then a de-convolutional layer was added to the architecture to autonomously choose possible zones of interest.
According to [9], The current surveys, and also latest deep learning-based approaches for brain tumor categorization, were
thoroughly examined. The survey covers the basic methods of deep learning-based brain tumor categorization techniques such
Data preprocessing, extraction of features, and categorization, as well as their accomplishments and limitations.
Notable changes, according to [10], include the addition of brain invasion as a list of requirements for atypical meningioma, as
well as the inclusion of a soft tissue grading system for the newly merged entity of isolated fibrous tumor
hemangiopericytoma—a divergence from what other CNS tumors are graded—are among the changes. Overall, the 2016 CNS
WHO is intended to fund medical, scientific, and epidemiologic research that will help people with brain tumors live better lives.
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Most spouses witnessed months of global dysfunction prior to the symptom that led to physician appointment, according to [11].
The patient factors of "less alien symptoms," "personality change," and "avoidance," as well as the spouse factors of "spouse's
passivity" and "spouse's successive adaptation," and the physician factors of "reasonable alternative diagnosis," "physician's
inflexibility," and "physician's personal values," were identified as roadblocks on the way to appropriate medical care.
According to [12], The phrase "brain tumors" refers to a broad variety of tumors that grow from intracranial tissue and different
tissue layers and can be benign or malignant in nature. Each tumor has its own biology, therapy, and prognosis, and distinct risk
factors are likely to cause it. Because of their position in the brain, their ability to penetrate regionally, and their inclination to
turn malignant, they are particularly dangerous, even "benign" tumors can be deadly. This complicates the classification of brain
tumors and makes it difficult to describe the epidemiology of these diseases.
According to [13], The Brain Cancer Module is a brain tumour scale that can be combined with other questionnaires. In both
low-grade and high-grade glioma patients, HRQL measurement and neuropsychiatric evaluation were utilised to assess the
impact of radiotherapy and surgery, and also the impact of tumour size, tumour distribution, performance level, and age.
According to [14], Noncognitive computer user interfaces can detect gestures and carry out commands based on them. The
concept is implemented on a Linux system, however Python modules can easily be installed on a Windows machine. The
platforms used for the identification are OpenCV and KERAS. The vision-based algorithms recognise the gestures depicted on
the screen. Lenet architecture trained an assortment of skin colour masks in KERAS for recognition using a background
removal technique.
The normal brain tumour and the malignant brain tumour should be recognised, according to [15]. MRI is used to investigate
several types of brain tumors, such as metastatic bronchogenic carcinoma tumours, glioblastoma, and sarcoma. In order to
identify and categorise MRI brain tumours, several wavelet techniques and SVM algorithms are applied. For medical analysis
and evaluation, effective and autonomous identification of MRI images of brain is critical.
Entropy, mean, correlation, contrast, energy, and homogeneity are six aspects that [16] focus on. The accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity performance metrics are calculated to show that the suggested method outperforms existing methods. The suggested
technique is used to determine the size and location of a brain tumour by utilising an MRI image and MATLAB.
The goal can be achieved, according to [17], by executing the major measures to follow: Brain image pre-processing,
segmentation of disease tissues, extraction of meaningful data from every segmented tissues, and categorization of tumour
images using a Neural Network. The Quality Rate with normal and abnormal MRI images is often used to evaluate the
experimental outcomes and assessments.
According to [18], the suggested method is highly effective and exact in diagnosing, categorising, and segmenting brain
tumours. This necessitates the use of accurate automatic or semi-automatic techniques. The study provides an automatic
segmentation method that finds small 3x3 kernels using CNN (Convolution Neural Networks). Segmentation and classification
can be accomplished by combining these two techniques. CNN evolved from NN, a machine learning technology that employs
layers to identify outcomes (Neural Networks). Data collection, Data pre-processing, filtering, segmentation, extraction of
features, Convolutional neural network via classification, and identification are among the phases included in the proposed
methodologies. Data mining techniques can be used to extract important patterns and relationships from data.
According to [19], Optimal Feature Level Fusion (OFLF) is used to fuse low and high level features of a brain image, and the
images are classified as benign or malignant based on this analysis. The experiment findings include analysing performance
indicators and comparing current classifiers based on this medical images. When compared to existing classifier, the suggested
MRI image classification technique has an accuracy of 96.23 percent, a sensitivity of 92.3 percent, and a specificity of 94.52
percent. This proposed methodology is implemented using the MATLAB working platform.
V. RELATED WORK
A. Existing Problems
By extracting characteristics and classifying them, the deep learning model achieves great results. However, the current system's
model interpretability is inadequate. It is necessary to connect medical domains and deep learning interpretability of models.
The interpretability of models refers to the degree to which humans can comprehend decision-making logic. Deep learning's
problem is that it is entirely data-driven, with no regard for prior domain expertise or experience, as well as risk considerations.
The deep learning model has been fully trained, and new data is being fed into it, with detection results being generated. The
model, on the other hand, only presents the classification results depending on the input data and does not indicate how to detect
or predict. The model's credibility is determined by its interpretability. As a result, future research should pay more attention to
model interpretability.
The majority of disease detection models are still in the theoretical stage and have yet to be put into practice. The following are
some of the reasons for this:
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1) Stability: A high level of stability is required to apply deep learning to healthcare systems. It is possible that the sample
training dataset does not match the real sample dataset when a convolutional neural network is utilised in actuality. If the
model's stability cannot be assured, it will have a negative effect on performance, efficiency, as well as imprecise disease
prediction, which could put the patient's life in danger.
2) Data Security and Privacy: Medical records and private details of patients are essential in order to predict diseases, Hence
data security and privacy must be considered. To protect privacy, different alternatives such as blockchain based
technology, decentralized networks should be examined.
B. Issues:
This section discusses the issues with detection of diseases using deep learning model that have been reported in the literature.
Handling large image sizes,
Limited available datasets.
Data imbalance were recognised as three key issues.
1) Handling of Large Image Size: Because it is difficult to train a model using the original image size as it is computationally
expensive and time intensive, image sizes are typically reduced during model training.
2) Limited Available Datasets: A high number of images are necessary for a more accurate training model, yet training data is
less than optimal due to limited datasets.
3) Data Imbalance: If one class gets a lot more data than the other when building a classification model, the final model will
be biased. If each class has the same number of images, that is ideal.
VI. CHALLENGES IN MODEL TRAINING
The most difficult aspect of model training is still data quality. High-quality medical data is required for Deep learning models
to perform well in prediction and diagnosis. Despite the ease with which medical data can be obtained under current
circumstances, the data quality is still poor. To offer a proprietary label to much medical facts, medical experts must have a
great deal of experience. Image feature analysis is particularly significant [20], because medical data sets are kept in different
institutions due to several privacy issues. A large majority of the data sets cannot be used in legitimate research since they are
closed rather than open. Many novel models are hindered by the inability to obtain proper training [21].
VII. FUTURE WORK
This section describes future research that should be done to improve disease detection capability using deep learning.
Data from private hospitals was used in several research. In order to obtain larger datasets, efforts such as de-identification of
personal patient data may be undertaken. If more data was supplied, the classifiers developed would be more accurate. This is
due to the fact that more data means more diversity. As the model is trained on more examples, it becomes more general, the
generalization error is reduced. Medical information is difficult to come by. As a result, if the databases were made public,
researchers would have access to additional information.
The use of cloud computing for training may be able to solve the difficulty of dealing with large image sizes. On a local midrange PC, training with large graphics will be slow. Even if a high-end computer could speed up the process, it might not be
feasible. However, we can leverage several GPUs at a minimal cost by using cloud computing to train the deep learning model.
This enables higher-cost computational training to be performed faster and for less money.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Under the backdrop of artificial intelligence and deep learning techniques, the future of medical healthcare has more modern
prospects. Deep learning has emerged as a primary driving force for future progress in the face of medical data instability,
thanks to its unique feature processing approach and variable model structure. The deep learning models are linked together and
learn from one another, creating a more complex deep learning system network which contributes to the improvement of the
medical profession by assisting in the development of medical diagnosis and practical applications.
We have highlighted the most common deep learning approaches in this study. The approach and existing challenges, as well as
the limitations of deep learning are also highlighted. We also go over the many security and privacy issues and obstacles that
have been encountered. We also highlight several relevant papers, as well as various research concerns that need to be addressed
further.
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